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 London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

Schools Forum
Minutes

Tuesday 27 March 2018
Representing Name Organisation Attendance
Primary Schools 5 Members
Primary Head Claire Fletcher (CF) St Paul’s CE Primary School Present
Primary Head Wayne Leeming (WL)

Julie James (JJ)
Melcombe Primary School
Wormholt Primary – In place of WL

Apologies
Present  

Primary Head Kathleen Williams (KW) Holy Cross RC Primary School Present
Primary Governor Daisy Armstrong (DA) Avonmore Primary School Apologies
Primary Governor Sharon Robinson (SR) John Betts Primary School Present
Secondary schools 1 Member
Secondary Head Vacancy
Academies 5 members
Secondary Non 
Recoupment Academy 
Principal

Gary Kynaston (GK) Hammersmith Academy Present

Secondary Recoupment 
Academy Head

Vacancy

Secondary Recoupment 
Academy 

Vacancy

Secondary Recoupment 
Academy (Observer)

Peter Haylock (PH) Fulham College Trust Present

Primary Academy Vacancy
Maintained Nursery 
Schools

1 member

Nursery Head Michelle Barratt (MB) Vanessa/Randolph Beresford Early 
Years Centre School

Present

Special Schools 1 member
Special Schools Head Francesca Smith (FS) Jack Tizard Apologies
Alternative Provision 1 member
Alternative Provision Rep Nathan Crawley-Lyons 

(NCL)
TBAP Absent 

Early Years (PVI) 1 member
Jane Gleasure (JG) Little People Apologies

14-19 Representative 1 member
Vacant

School Business Manager 2 observers
Primary (Maintained) Giles Finnemore(GF) Brackenbury Primary School Present
Secondary (Academy) Tim Scott (TS) Fulham College Trust Present
Trade Union 1 observer

Katie Brown (KB) NUT Apologies

Officers in Attendance
Director of Family Services Steve Miley (SM) Family Services Present 
Assistant Director Education Jan Parnell (JP) Children’s Services Present
Finance Planning Lead Tony Burton (TB) HCF Finance Team Education and 

PSR
Present

Finance Team Lize Ferreira (LF) HCF Finance Team Education and 
PSR

Present

Observers
Procurator Robert Jones (RJ) The London Oratory School Present
Invitee Dave Macnamara (DM) Independent Consultant Present
Clerk Jackie Saddington (JS) Tri Borough Children’s Services Present
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1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

Daisy Donovan, Wayne Leeming, Jane Gleasure and Francesca Smith had 
sent their apologies. 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

There were no declarations of interest. 

3. MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

JP agreed to follow up on vacancies.

RESOLVED: JP to arrange for vacancies to be filled. 

4. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETINGS AND MATTERS ARISING

The minutes of the previous meetings held on 10 January 2018 and 17 
January 2018 were confirmed as a correct record of the meeting. 

           Matters arising

     There were no matters arising.

     RESOLVED: To approve the minutes of the meetings held on 10 January  
                           2018 and 17 January 2018. 

5.        EARLY YEARS BUDGET 18/19

Members were informed by LF that in 2017/2018 the budget was based on data 
from the January census. An Education contingency was included to underwrite 
historic 2016/2017 budgets for existing full-time provision. 

The LA set a base rate of £5.95 for both the universal and additional 15-hour 
entitlements. A decision was made to fund deprivation, based on IDACI data, 
at a rate of £1.40 per hour. The PVI and independent sector is financed 
differently.  

The ESFA has issued guidance for LA’s and 95% of funding must be 
passported to providers – up from 93% the previous year. The LA should 
ensure that all providers receive the same base rate and that the base rate 
makes up at least 90% of the funding they receive. The LA must not channel 
more than 10% of their funding for three and four-year olds to providers through 
funding supplements. Deprivation is a mandatory supplement. 

For 2018/2019 an SEN Inclusion Fund for three and four-year-olds must be 
provided. This comprises of £300k. 

The proposal is to provide support for PVI’s and underwrite the cost of existing 
full-time provision for maintained nurseries and schools, including academies, 
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at current budget levels. Modelling shows the hourly rate should be increased 
to £6.10 per hour. This is supported by Cllr Macmillan. 

DM informed members the first-year position of the LA was justified based on 
the rules in place at the time. In the second year the ESFA tightened up on the 
rules and the model had to change. 

GK entered the meeting at 2.15pm.

DM reminded members there is a threat to the viability of maintained school 
nurseries, although full time places can be funded for this year. He informed 
members that there was a need to lobby the DfE for more flexibility, 
consideration of historic issues and for the summer term to be maintained on 
the current basis. 

The Chair asked if it was possible for modelling to be provided. He was 
informed that the guidance for 2019/2020 was not expected to be published 
until June 2018. 

JJ pointed out to members that the quality supplement was crucial for Primary 
Schools.

MB expressed concern if funds and staff hours may have to be cut in the 
summer term, this would mean making staff redundant for one term. Nurseries 
were very concerned that they would be disadvantaged. DM explained the 
ESFA had been informed and LA’s were seeking assurances that commitments 
will be honoured. 

The Chair said it was important that modelling was made available. LF agreed 
and said there was a working model in place but the LA was waiting for 
guidance from the DfE and would then make adjustments where necessary. 
TB assured members Headteachers would be consulted when the LA had 
received the guidance. 

LF explained that the model assumes there will be £50k available for growth 
but there would be no headroom so it was important to be accurate. She said 
the LA was also looking at SEN inclusion funding, but it was important that 
further pressure was not put on the DSG.

CF asked how the other LA’s were managing the situation. She said they had 
stopped providing full time places and schools were paid according to numbers 
participating. CF asked if there would be a transition and was informed there 
would not be any transition.    

RESOLVED: Finance team to provide a written update to the next meeting 
in June

6.      FINAL APT SCHOOLS BUDGET SHARE ALLOCATIONS 2018/2019

LF highlighted that the ESFA had agreed a technical adjustment in the APT to 
address the historic overallocation of funding to BDA, where primary places 
continue to be funded at secondary AWPU rates. This effectively re-states the 
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2017-2018 baseline dataset and aims to correct the anomaly between 2017-
2018 and 2018-2019 only. 

The ESFA would not agree to a technical adjustment which would have 
corrected retrospective MFG overallocation, without ministerial approval, and 
the LA is still in discussion with them on this matter. 

TS asked how this would work for academies. LF said the model would be 
adjusted as appropriate. DM pointed out the ESFA may not agree the change 
this year. As BDA grow they will receive extra funds but it may need Ministerial 
approval.  LF informed members the ESFA had been invited to the Schools 
Forum meeting but they had been unable to attend, although they said they 
were willing to meet with Headteachers. 

TB informed members that the ESFA did not approve the LA’s disapplication 
request to move more than 0.5% of funding from the School’s Block to the High 
Needs block. Therefore, it had to be adjusted down to £506k. The Chair asked 
why it had to be adjusted and was informed this was because there was a cap 
at 0.

TB referred members to the first table on Page 4 and asked if there were any 
questions. TS explained that Academies were starting to receive their budget 
allocations and he was surprised that the IDACCI deprivation element was 
being used as there were more disadvantages using this element. He said he 
was also concerned about the implications for Years 2 and 3.by using this 
factor. Whilst the DfE had taken on board a lot of Factors from LA’s he was 
concerned at the trajectory and pace of change. 

DM reminded members there had been a clear steer from the Schools Forum 
not to use FSM and FSM6. It then became clear that funds were moved from 
secondary schools to primary schools and this was stopped to move to a 
gradual change. 
 
The Chair then referred members to Table A and Annex B, highlighting the 
mandatory deprivation figures. DM explained that too much funding had gone 
into the IDACI and FSM funding streams when compared with the NFF. 

The Chair asked if there would be a lump sum for smaller schools. DM said 
there would be as primaries benefit more. 

GK expressed concern that by moving funds from secondary to primary schools 
this meant 1FE schools were being sustained to the detriment of other schools. 
He also pointed out that funds were moved away from deprived children to 
those with EAL. In addition, he questioned whether it was right to move so 
much funding from secondary schools to primary schools. 

DM pointed out some increases were due to schools expanding and an 
increase in rolls. The reputation of the IDACI is also down and therefore 
changes had to be made to the formula.  The LA had moved funds around to 
address inequalities in the formula although the LA still has to top slice to 
account for under-capacity. 
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GK asked why there had been variations in the IDACI percentages. DM said if 
schools wanted a more even process it could be changed next year. GK said 
he was concerned that it gives the impression that poor children were losing 
out. 

DM explained there was no suggestion funds had been moved from IDACI to 
EAL or from lower prior attainment to the better off. The allocations were based 
on post codes. 

TS expressed concern that some of the figures were not the same as provided 
to schools. LF explained that the ESFA take their figures from the APT to 
provide to schools. She has asked the ESFA for guidance. TS asked if the LA 
would ask academies for their funding sheet and LF confirmed they would. DM 
suggested asking the ESFA to provide the LA with their sheets. RJ said it was 
not helpful if there was no clarity on figures. 

GK raised concerns that the “squeezed middle” will be affected if there is no 
change in funding in the LA. The Forum needs to consider whether the cuts are 
sufficient or too deep as it is difficult for schools to forward plan. Decisions were 
needed urgently. 

JP said the Diocese was mindful of the viability of 1FE schools and falling rolls. 
Members also noted that West London Free School and Earls Court Free 
School receive 2 lump sums although they are situated on the same site. DM 
said the LA could make a request for disapplication. LF informed members this 
could not be done as the deadline had passed. 

MB asked if there was currently a falling birth rate and DM said there was not. 

GK asked if they were getting any closer to the NFF. DM said they were halfway 
there but there were spending pressures of 10-20%. 

RJ asked if the LA could feedback on the ESFA response. DM said it was the 
responsibility of Headteachers to feedback to the ESFA themselves. RJ asked 
if the Schools Forum could lobby the government on FSM. However, DM 
reminded members the consultation had ended in January 2018. 
 

RESOLVED:

i)  LA to approach the ESFA and seek clarification on funding.
ii) LA to prepare worst case scenario models for the next meeting.    
        

7. DATE AND VENUE OF THE NEXT MEETING

12 June 2018 – 2pm – Lilla Huset
18 September 2018 - 2pm – Lilla Huset
4 December 2018 – 2pm – Lilla Huset

Chairman
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Agenda Item 3

Purpose of the report

To report the 1718 DSG outturn variance per block and the cumulative deficit 
carry forward to 1819 to school’s forum.  To provide forum with a summary 
on spend on de-delegated budgets as well as schools estimated balances as 
at 31 March 2018 and to confirm 1819 provisional DSG allocations and 
forecast outturn variance as at 1st May 2018.

1 Introduction

The DSG deficit carry forward at the start of 1718 was £2.165m.

The final DSG allocation for 1718 confirmed by the ESFA at 31st March 2018, 

after academy recoupment, was £76,433m. This 1718 allocation was 

adjusted for three amounts, which reduced the amount of DSG available 

for distribution in 1718 financial year:

London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

SCHOOLS FORUM

Tuesday, 12 June 2018

DSG OUTTURN REPORT 1718 

Report of the Cabinet Member for Education and Children’s Services
Councillor Larry Culhane
Open

Classification - For Scrutiny Review & Comment
Key Decision: No
Wards Affected: (All Wards); All

Accountable Director: Steve Miley, Director of Children’s Services

Report Author:   Lize Ferreira Contact Details: 
Tel: 020 8753 1899
E-mail: 
Lize.Ferreira@lbhf.gov.uk
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1.  The ESFA clawed back -£28k of EY funding relating to 1617 financial 

year, for places that were over funded against the provisional 

allocation. 

2. The LA set aside -£1.648m of DSG funding, which the ESFA are 

expected to claw back in June 1819. The FTE numbers the ESFA used 

when setting the provisional allocation to the borough for the 

extended offer, was significantly higher than the actual uptake, and 

the LA is expecting a significant claw back in June 18.

3. The LA created an Early Years Maintained Nursery School reserve 

following the announcement of an increased allocation of funding in 

1718, as result of a baseline exercise earlier in the year.  The amount 

of £655k, has been ring-fenced to support transition to full 

implementation of the EY National funding formula in 1920.

The DSG available for distribution in 1718 was £74,767m and the DSG 

deployed was £79,635, leaving a 1718 DSG over spend of £4,868m.   The 

resultant cumulative deficit carried forward into 1819 is £7,033m.

Table 1 - DSG SUMMARY 1718
 £'000
Deficit DSG brought forward from 1617 2,165
  
DSG allocation received 1718 -76,443
       EY adjustments 1617 28
       EY adjustments 1819 (30 hr offer) 1,648
DSG available in 1718 -74,767
  
DSG deployed in 1718 79,635
        Early Years block 15,343
        Early Years block RESERVE 655
        Schools block 41,698
        High Needs block 21,939
DSG overspend 1718 4,868
  
Deficit DSG carry forward to 1819 7,033
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Table 2 sets out the details of the DSG outturn variance per block:
DSG overspend 1718 4,868
        Early Years block (under spend) -109
        Schools block (under spend) -574
        High Needs block (over spend) 5,551

2  Early Years block under spend -£108k

The Early Years DSG had a favourable outturn variance of -£108k at year 

end, after the adjustments outlined in the introduction to this paper, were 

made. Broadly speaking, there LA did not use the full DSG allocation for 

central EY services, and this, in addition to the small under spend on 2YO 

places, offset over spends on both 3&4YO and Pupil Premium budgets.  The 

over spends on latter two areas were related to 1617 amounts that were 

paid from 1718 allocations.  The overall under spend on the EY block has 

been used to offset the £5.551m over spend against the High Needs Block.  

Table 3 - Summary of Early Years DSG spend 1718
 £
Funded places for 2YO’s -67,380
Funded  places for 3YO’s, including the 30 hour offer 127,533
Early Years Pupil Premium 39,043
Early Years Central services -207,633
Outturn variance -108,436

3 Schools block under spend -£409k

The Schools Block had a favourable variance of -£409k at the end of 1718, 

which relates to an amount of £750k transferred from the SB to the HNB 

at the start of 1718 and has offset the £5.55m over spend against the High 

Needs Block.  

Schools de-delegated an amount of £714k to the local authority in 1718, in 

order to support schools in financial difficulty, to provide paid support cover 

for maternity and trade union absences.  The total spend against the de-

delegated budgets, was £1,735m in 1718, and in part, this is because both 

1516 and 1617 maternity cover payments were paid in 1718.  Contingency 
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and financial support payments totalled £984k and was significantly above 

the agreed de-delegated budget of £209k for these payments.  Table 4 sets 

out the de-delegated budgets and actuals spend and highlights that no 

spend was incurred on certain elements of the de-delegated budgets.  The 

Schools finance team are not cited on how these budgets were previously 

applied and we would like to consult with school’s forum on how 

contingencies and other resources, that make up the de-delegated budgets 

in 1819, should be allocated, so we can provide greater transparency and 

support to schools.

Table 4 - Summary de-delegated spend 1718

De-delegated budgets APT de-delegated Actual spend
Contingencies 209,381 984,505
Behaviour Support services 25,974 0
FSM Eligibility 31,689 0
Licenses and subscriptions 35,596 0
Maternity 177,475 608,622
Trade Union 108,525 142,048
Support to UPEG 126,106 0
 714,746 1,735,175

4 High Needs Block over spend £5.551m

There was a significant over spend of £5.551m against the High Needs 

block of the DSG in 1718.  The summary table below demonstrates the 

major areas of spend, and highlights that of the £22m of spend in 1718, 

£19.5m was paid directly to schools and independent providers as place 

and top-up funding, and further highlighting that a joined-up approach will 

be needed going forward.  A separate paper at this forum highlights the 

work needed to bring spend on the HNB back in line with the annual budget 

allocation.
Table 5 - Summary of High Needs Block DSG spend 1718

Area of spend 1718 BUDGET 1718 ACTUAL VARIANCE
Place funding 5,510,000 5,387,092 -122,908
Top-up funding 5,899,973 11,098,695 5,198,722
Alternative provision 981,680 1,418,506 436,826
Independent fees 1,018,000 1,478,635 460,635
Other therapies, outreach and support 1,239,700 699,520 -540,180
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Belongings placements 0 485,989 485,989
Educational Psychology 394,000 295,500 -98,500
Sensory and Language Impairment Team 810,751 608,063 -202,688
Relationships and Quality Assurance 135,000 67,991 -67,009
SEN Service Delivery 399,449 399,449 0
TOTAL 16,388,553 21,939,440 5,550,887

5 School’s balances at the end of 1718

The closing of school’s accounts was undertaken on an estimated basis in 

1718.  School’s will shortly submit final year end CFR’s, at which point final 

closing balances for 1718 will be confirmed.  We are not expecting a 

material variance between the balances on estimate versus final balance, 

however some movement is possible and school’s forum are asked to take 

note that the balances provided in Table 6 are estimated balances only.  

There has been an estimated increase in school’s balances of £2.3m 

between 1617 and 1718.
Table 6 - Summary of movement in schools balances 1617 to 1718 (estimated)

ESTIMATE

School 
Reserve balance 

1617 Movement 1718
Reserve balance 

1718
Addison -293,421 -70,575 -363,996 
All Saints -5,427 -48,172 -53,598 
Avonmore -20,818 -240,494 -261,311 
Bayonne -362,394 -101,539 -463,933 
Brackenbury -211,048 115,490 -95,558 
Cambridge 44,137 -184,368 -140,232 
Flora Gardens -56,302 3,743 -52,558 
Good Shepherd -64,072 -159,871 -223,943 
Holy Cross -11,133 -230,920 -242,053 
Jack Tizard -290,489 12,369 -278,120 
James Lee -202,211 -58,506 -260,717 
John Betts -89,839 -199,775 -289,614 
Kenmont -177,423 -80,403 -257,826 
Larmenier -362,932 -8,020 -370,952 
Melcombe -443,972 22,119 -421,852 
Miles Coverdale -483,120 200,044 -283,076 
Normand Croft -610,516 -266,783 -877,298 
Old Oak -362,080 13,170 -348,910 
Pope John -278,255 -124,606 -402,861 
Queensmill -766,348 43,464 -722,883 
Randolph Beresford -368,548 -116,532 -485,079 
Sir John Lillie -257,131 104,743 -152,388 
St Augustines -191,059 -68,578 -259,636 
St John -45,711 9,986 -35,725 
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St Mary -226,299 28,304 -197,995 
St Pauls -83,639 -37,746 -121,385 
St Peters -251,741 972 -250,769 
St Stephens -81,216 51,976 -29,240 
St Thomas -809,438 221,231 -588,207 
Vanessa -98,057 -198,881 -296,937 
Wendell -570,609 -354,866 -925,475 
William Morris -325,623 -447,038 -772,662 
Wood Lane -236,641 -110,000 -346,641 
Wormholt -434,492 -19,617 -454,109 

TOTAL -9,027,862 -2,299,679 -11,327,541 

6 Recommendations

6.1 Schools Forum are asked to note the total DSG over spend in 1718 

of £4,868m, resulting in a carry forward deficit fo £7,033m to 

1819.

6.2 Schools forum are asked to note the favourable movement in 

school’s balances of £2.3m from 1617 to 1718 based on estimates.
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Agenda Item 4

Purpose of the report
To confirm 1819 provisional DSG allocations and forecast outturn variance as at 1st June 
2018.

1 Introduction

The Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) provides pre-16 funding for schools 
to local authorities via the dedicated schools grant (DSG).  This paper sets out these 
changes and confirms the 1819 allocations and forecast outturn position as at 1st June 
2018.

2 Changes to the DSG funding system in 1819

There are a few important changes to the funding system this year. 

The DSG now comprises four blocks: schools, high needs, early years, and a new 
central school services block. 

The Central Schools Services block comprises funding for local authorities for ongoing 
responsibilities, and a cash sum for historic commitments. This brings together the 
funding previously allocated through the retained duties element of the Education 
Services Grant (ESG) and funding for ongoing central functions and historic 
commitments, previously top sliced from the schools block.  This block funding is to 
be used to fund statutory duties the LA holds for maintained schools and academies 
(e.g. admissions) and a range of other specific functions undertaken on behalf of all 

London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

SCHOOLS FORUM

Tuesday, 12 June 2018

DSG 1819 allocations and forecast outturn  

Report of the Cabinet Member for Education and Children’s Services
Councillor Larry Culhane
Open

Classification - For Scrutiny Review & Comment
Key Decision: No
Wards Affected: (All Wards); All

Accountable Director: Steve Miley, Director of Children’s Services

Report Author:   Lize Ferreira Contact Details: 
Tel: 020 8753 1899
E-mail:  Lize.Ferreira@lbhf.gov.uk
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schools for example formulation and review of the local funding formula, internal audit 
etc.

The schools block is ring-fenced from 2018 to 2019, but local authorities had the option 
to transfer up to 0.5% of their schools block funding out with the agreement of their 
schools forum.  In LBHF, £505k of schools block funding was transferred to the high 
needs block with schools forum agreement.   

Furthermore, in 2018 to 2019, each of the four blocks of DSG has been determined 
by a separate national funding formula for the first time.  This year sees the introduction 
of national funding formulae for schools, high needs, and central school services, while 
the early years national funding formula, was introduced in 2017 to 2018. 

Baselines have been adjusted to take account of local authorities’ historic spending 
patterns to ensure that the spend on each block in 2018 reflects the pattern of 2017 to 
2018 planned spending by local authorities within their overall DSG allocation, and 
that local authorities are protected against what they planned to spend in 2017 to 2018 
on each block. Our view is that this falls short in providing LA’s with sufficient funding 
to manage growth and increased complexity, especially in relation to high needs 
funding. 

The government has confirmed that there will be an additional £1.3 billion for schools 
and high needs across 2018 to 2019 and 2019 to 2020, in addition to the schools 
budget set at the Spending Review 2015. This means that, in 2018 to 2019, all local 
authorities should have received an increase over the amount they planned to spend 
on schools and high needs through the DSG in 2017 to 2018. 

The DSG settlement was announced by Government on 19 December 2017, although 
the Early Years and High Needs blocks are provisional. Table1 sets out the 2018/19 
DSG settlement for each block and compares it to the 1718 allocation BEFORE 
academy recoupment and transfer of £505k from the SB to the HNB.

Table 1: Comparison of 1718 to 1819 DSG allocations before recoupment

(£'m) Schools block

Central 
School 

Services 
block

Early Years 
block

High needs 
block

Total DSG 
before 

recoupment 

2017-18 104.50 0.00 17.80 20.07 142.37
2018-19 101.37 4.43 19.52 20.76 146.07
Variance (£’m) -3.13 4.43 1.72 0.69 3.70
% change -3.0% NEW 9.67% 3.41% 2.60%

Table 2 sets out the 2018/19 DSG settlement for each block and compares it to the 
1718 allocation AFTER academy recoupment and transfer of £505k from the SB to 
the HNB.
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Table 2: Comparison of 1718 to 1819 DSG allocations after recoupment and transfer of funding 
from the SB to the HNB

(£'m) Schools block
Central 
School 

Services block

Early Years 
block

High needs 
block Total DSG 

2017-18 42.28 0.00 16.37 17.80 76.44
2018-19 38.59 4.43 17.45 19.52 79.98
Variance £ -3.69 4.43 1.08 1.72 3.54
% change -8.7% NEW 6.6% 9.7% 4.6%

3 Deployment of DSG budgets 1819

Schools block 1819

The table below, shows the confirmed deployment of the Schools block in 1819, which 
schools forum has already approved at forum on 27th March 2018. The schools block 
is expected to break even at year end.

Table 3 – Confirmed deployment of Schools Block -101,369,037

Academy recoupment per APT 62,779,933

Transfer of funding from the SB to the HNB 505,000

Schools budgets 1819 38,589,104

Falling rolls funding 590,502

De-delegation 1819 709,372

Total balance 0

Schools forum are asked to approve the de-delegated budgets in retrospect, as these 
were not separately noted and approved on 27th March.  The rates per and de-
delegated services is clearly set out in Appendix A to this report and it also sets out 
the individual contributions per maintained school as calculated in the 2018 APT 
(Authority Proforma Tool). Future DSG budget monitoring reports will include and 
update to forum showing the forecast against the de-delegated budgets and any carry 
forward amounts at year end:

De-delegation 1819: 709,372

   Schools in financial difficulty and contingency payments 207,806
   Free School Meals Eligibility   31,451
   Licences/ subscriptions   35,328
   Staff cost maternity and trade union supply cover  283,849
   Support to underperforming ethnic minority groups 125,158
   Behaviour support services  25,778
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Central Schools Services block 1819:

The table below, shows the confirmed deployment of the CSSB block in 1819, which 
schools forum is asked approved at this forum.  The CSSB is expected to break even 
at year end.

Table 4 – Deployment of Central Schools Services Block -4,429,882
Schools Central - Asset Management 1,435,000
Schools ELM 554,000
Admissions 367,525
CHS Finance Education Team 320,800
Schools Central Management 285,000
Virtual School 276,000
Contribution for Strategic Management 229,137
Intervention Fund 223,800
Lilla Huset Professional Development Centre 200,000
School Meals 180,000
Attendance and Child Employment (ACE) 151,400
Schools Central - Copyright Licensing 97,220
School Standards 55,000
Clothing Grant Welfare Benefit 55,000
Total balance 0

Early years DSG block 1819:

The table below, shows the provisional deployment of the Early Years block in 1819.  
Schools forum approved the 1819 transitional Early Years Model at forum on 27th 
March 2018 and is asked to approve the budget at this forum.  The early years block 
is expected to break even at year end and any unused provisional allocation related 
to places not being used in the borough, will be clawed back by the ESFA in June 19: 

Table 5 – Deployment of Early Years DSG funding
  

          -19,515,635

Budget 3&F YO funding including extended hours offer 13,068,571
Budget 2YO funding 1,483,229
Maintained Nursery Supplement (per ESFA allocation sheet) 908,713
Supplementary funding – deprivation and quality 1,590,684
Additional lumpsum payments (MNS and primary nurseries) 1,042,625
SEN Inclusion fund 423,268
Early Years Pupil Premium 114,798
Disability Access Fund 35,055
Early Years Service teams (centrally retained) 848,692
Total balance 0

High Needs block 1819:

The table below, shows the provisional deployment of the High Needs block in 1819.  
Schools forum is asked to approve the budget at this forum and to note the forecast 
over spend of £6m against this block of DSG.
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Table 6 – Deployment of High Needs DSG funding
  

          -20,759,120

Academy recoupment 3,314,020
Transfer of funding from the SB to the HNB -505,000
LA High Needs block DSG budget        - 17,950,785 
Special Schools delegated budgets 4,530,000
Top-up funding 12,298,695
Independent provision 1,493,676
Alternative Commissioning 1,450,000
Residential placements with education joint funding 485,989
Individual education and outreach 945,506
Speech and Language Therapy 588,000
Sensory and Language Impairment Team 810,000
Education psychology 394,000
Other support and therapies 55,306
SEN Service Delivery teams 934,449
Total DEFICIT balance 6,034,836

At Period 2, the projected DSG forecast shows a High Needs Block over spend of £6m 
at year end.  The carry forward deficit reserve balance on 1st April was £7,033m, so 
that the expected outturn, without mitigation, is expected to be £13,033m at year end.  

All other blocks of the DSG are expected to break even with any under spends being 
used to mitigate the pressure on the HNB. Forum are asked to note the forecast over 
spend at the end of 1819 and are referred to the High Needs block forum report, which 
will be presented alongside this report to outline the work that is underway to address 
the structural deficit in the High Needs block DSG.

Table 7 - Forecast outturn 1819
£'(m) Schools block Central School 

Services block High needs block Early Years block

DSG BUDGET 1819         38.59 4.43 17.45 19.52
EXPENDITURE FORECAST 38.59 4.43 23.45 19.52

 OVER SPEND 1819 - - 6.00 -
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Appendix A:  De-delegated budgets (rates and school level data)

School Name  NOR inc 
reception uplift 

Schools in financial 
difficulty/Contingencies FSM Eligibility Licences/ 

subscriptions 
Staff costs supply 

cover

Support to 
underperforming 
ethnic minority 

groups and 
bilingual learners

Behaviour 
support services Total Unit value

Total/ Rates      16,894.03 £28.94 £4.38 £4.92 £39.53 £17.43 £3.59 £98.79
Addison            325.00                    9,406                    1,424                    1,599                  12,847                    5,665                    1,167                      32,107 
Avonmore            186.00                    5,383                       815                       915                    7,353                    3,242                       668                      18,375 
Brackenbury            415.00                  12,010                    1,818                    2,042                  16,405                    7,233                    1,490                      40,998 
Miles Coverdale            212.00                    6,135                       929                    1,043                    8,380                    3,695                       761                      20,943 
Flora Gardens            185.00                    5,354                       810                       910                    7,313                    3,225                       664                      18,276 
Kenmont            198.00                    5,730                       867                       974                    7,827                    3,451                       711                      19,560 
Melcombe            347.00                  10,042                    1,520                    1,707                  13,717                    6,048                    1,246                      34,280 
Old Oak            321.00                    9,290                    1,406                    1,579                  12,689                    5,595                    1,152                      31,712 
Sir John Lillie            296.00                    8,566                    1,296                    1,456                  11,701                    5,159                    1,063                      29,242 
Wendell Park            375.00                  10,853                    1,643                    1,845                  14,824                    6,536                    1,346                      37,046 
Wormholt            399.00                  11,547                    1,748                    1,963                  15,772                    6,955                    1,432                      39,417 
All Saints            205.00                    5,933                       898                    1,009                    8,104                    3,573                       736                      20,252 
Holy Cross            563.36                  16,304                    2,468                    2,772                  22,270                    9,819                    2,022                      55,654 
John Betts            237.00                    6,859                    1,038                    1,166                    9,369                    4,131                       851                      23,413 
St Augustine's            210.00                    6,077                       920                    1,033                    8,301                    3,660                       754                      20,746 
St Johns Walham Green            357.00                  10,332                    1,564                    1,756                  14,112                    6,223                    1,282                      35,268 
St Mary's            199.00                    5,759                       872                       979                    7,866                    3,469                       714                      19,659 
St Paul's            206.00                    5,962                       902                    1,014                    8,143                    3,591                       740                      20,351 
St Peter's            207.00                    5,991                       907                    1,018                    8,183                    3,608                       743                      20,450 
St Stephen's            377.50                  10,925                    1,653                    1,857                  14,923                    6,580                    1,355                      37,293 
Good Shepherd            225.00                    6,512                       986                    1,107                    8,894                    3,922                       808                      22,228 
St John XXIII            280.75                    8,125                    1,230                    1,381                  11,098                    4,893                    1,008                      27,735 
St Thomas of Canterbury            276.00                    7,987                    1,209                    1,358                  10,910                    4,811                       991                      27,266 
Larmenier & Sacred Heart            415.00                  12,010                    1,818                    2,042                  16,405                    7,233                    1,490                      40,998 
Normand Croft            163.00                    4,717                       714                       802                    6,443                    2,841                       585                      16,103 

£207,807 £31,451 £35,329 £283,849 £125,158 £25,778 £709,372
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Dedicated School Grant Budget 18/19 

Schools Block £38.1m 

High Needs Block £17.95m

Early Years Block £19.52m

Central Services Block £4.4m

Total £79.97m

DSG FUNDING BLOCKS

•

P
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HNB OVERVIEW

• High Needs expenditure is part of the ring fenced Dedicated 

Schools Grant (DSG) 

• HNB Envelope £17,951m (includes transfer from the Schools 

Block of £505k)

• Historical retained deficit £2,165m (16/17),  £5,551m(17/18) = 

£7,716m (Cumulative)

• Forecast  for 18/19 £6.0m (£13m Cumulative) 
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ISSUES

• HNB funding pressures felt  nationally ADCS survey 

(Sept 17) 68 out of 86 authorities who responded,  

reported an overspend on their high needs block budget 

• Future ringfencing requirement will prevent flexibility to 

transfer funds between DSG elements

P
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HN EXPENDITURE BREAKDOWN

Deployment of High Needs DSG funding 1819
-20,759,120

Academy recoupment 3,314,020

Transfer of funding from the SB to the HNB -505,000

LA High Needs block DSG budget - 17,950,785 

Special Schools delegated budgets 4,530,000

Top-up funding 12,298,695

Independent provision 1,493,676

Alternative Commissioning 1,450,000

Residential placements with education joint funding 485,989

Individual education and outreach 945,506

Speech and Language Therapy 588,000

Sensory and Language Impairment Team 810,000

Education psychology 394,000

Other support and therapies** 55,306

SEN Service Delivery teams ** 934,449

Total DEFICIT balance 6,034,836
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DIRECTION OF TRAVEL 

• Description of the HNB block and Council/

• Ensuring Schools are sustainable as funding reduces

• Working in  Partnership, improving our joint 
understanding and ownership of system linkages, 
demands and pressures.

• Improvement in Inclusion levels, more children 
supported in mainstream settings for both SEN and 
alternative provision. 
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ADDRESSING THE  DEFICITDRESS
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SHORT TERM OPPORTUNITIES

ARE LIMITED  
• Description of the HNB block and Council/

• Occupational Therapy: ensuring that other boroughs 
are charged for provision; new service level 
agreement. £50k 

• Renegotiation of Speech and Language Contracts. £50k

• Home Tuition/Medical Needs Unit renegotiation and 
new service level agreement. £50k  

• Miles Coverdale Entry Criteria – cost avoidance of 
EHC needs assessments / earlier intervention. 
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TOWARDS REVISED FUNDING FOR SPECIAL 

SCHOOLS

Shorter term: 

• Recouping appropriate costs for pupils from other boroughs: 

Longer term:

• Creating a more robust commissioning system – place 

planning and top-ups

• Banding system  

• Making the  most effective use of Education, Health and Care 

resources and workforce development
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ADDRESSING THE DEFICIT: APPROACH 

• Detailed Breakdown of High Needs Expenditure 

• Revisit previous overspend (forensic financial examination) 

• Identify potential income generation/reduction options 

• Scenario plan impact on individual areas & Schools 

• Options appraisal and recommendations – Members/Schools 
Forum 
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GOVERNANCE

• Schools forum is main decision making 
body.

• All schools can be be involved in working 
groups, opportunities, suggestions, 
examining options appraisals.

• Initiatives & Project list and whose 
involved.
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Agenda Item 6

Purpose of the report

This report updates forum on the likely impact of changes with the full 
implementation of a hard formula for EY funding in 2019-20 and the workplan 
the LA has put in place to support the transition to a hard formula from 1st 
April 2019.  

Introduction 
A paper setting out the key changes and challenges of implementation of a 
“hard” formula for Early Years in 2019/20, was presented to forum in March 
2018.  Forum has asked for further modelling work to be undertaken to 
help them understand the implications of having a participation based 
rather than a budget based model from 1st April 2019. 

Key principles of the H&F EYNFF
The ESFA introduced a national funding formula for early years provision 
from 1st April 2017 and a new extended 15-hour provision to working 
parents on the 1st of September 2017.  

We are in the final year of transition before full implementation of the 
EYNFF in 2019/20 and the authority has to consider further changes to 
local formula for 2018/19 and manage issues arising from the approach 
that is taken:

The authority is guided by operational guidance from the ESFA on how to 
implement the EYNFF locally.  They key points are that:

London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham

SCHOOLS FORUM

Tuesday, 27th March 2018

EARLY YEARS FUNDING

Open

Wards Affected: (All Wards); All

Accountable Director:  Steve Miley, Director of Children Services

Report Authors:
Jan Parnell – Assistant Director, Education 
Lize Ferreira - Strategic Finance Manager (Schools 
and Education)
   

Contact Details: 
Tel:
E-mail: 
Jan.parnell@lbhf.gov.uk
Lize.ferreira@lbhf.gov.uk
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- The LA has to set a single funding rate for all our providers, which is 
currently set at £6.10 per hour for both the universal and extended 
offer for 3&4-year olds

- 90% of the funding paid to providers should be based on the number 
of children who attend their setting, while only 10% of funding can 
be paid via a small range of pre-defined supplements 

- deprivation is a mandatory supplement that the authority must 
include in its local 3&4 YO formula and this is currently funded at a 
rate of £1.40 per hour on the assumption that 50% of children (Jan 
census data) will qualify.  For PVI’s and childminders, this is applied 
on a sliding scale, using IDACI level data, meaning that more work is 
required to ensure a single funding formula is achieved for all 
providers by 1st April 2019. 

- discretionary supplements are limited to a few, pre-defined 
supplements and with a requirement that all providers (schools and 
PVI’s) should have fair and equal access to these, to ensure the 
qualifying criteria is transparent

- an SEN Inclusion Fund (SENIF) for three and four-year olds has to be 
provided for from within the grant allocation, and this should form 
part of the Local offer 

- 95% of the total 3&4 YO funding the LA receives from the ESFA has 
to be passported to providers, so that 5% is available for Central 
service delivery to the LA 

- funding for eligible two-year olds is completely separate from the 
funding block for three and four-year, is not counted towards the 
pass-through rate and is funded at a rate of £6.50 per hour

In LBHF, private nurseries and childminders are paid on a participation 
basis, i.e. based on the number of children who qualify for funded hours at 
each of the three separate headcount dates during the academic year. 

Maintained nursery schools (MNS) and nurseries in maintained schools and 
academies are not paid on a participation basis but are paid a budget share, 
calculated using headcount data from the January census preceding the 
new financial year. This approach has been aimed at giving schools a level 
of funding certainty in the past, where headcount changes quite markedly 
in the Spring term each year. In the first two years of the "soft" Early Years 
national funding formula, this approach has also provided a level of 
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protection to schools, who would otherwise have seen a reduction in their 
funding levels from 1617 budgets, had we moved to a participation model 
then.  Up to now, the LA has also been able to support transition funding 
through lumpsum payments in addition to the ESFA’s earmarked MNS 
supplement and in LBHF we have used these lumpsum payments to ensure 
schools budgets were maintained at 1617 funding levels.

The overall aims of the reforms introduced by the government is to ensure 
funding is allocated fairly and transparently to both local authorities and 
providers, with the maximum of funding (95%) being paid to providers 
alongside funding earmarked for children with SEND.   Full implementation 
in LBHF will see all providers (including MNS and school’s nurseries) paid 
on a participation basis, at the same base rate for both the initial and 
extended 15 hours and with deprivation paid on consistent basis. 

Lumpsum and contingency payments will no longer be allowed under the 
"hard" formula and it is likely that the targeted Maintained Nursery 
Supplementary funding (£909k in 1819) will either fall away or reduce 
significantly from 1920 onwards. The impact of a “hard” formula will only 
be known as 1819 census data becomes available for modelling and the 
ESFA release the operational guide for 2019/20 (expected August/ 
September 1819) and confirms the LA provisional DSG allocations towards 
the end of the year.  This does not allow much time for planning and 
changes to delivery models and the LA is currently considering the options 
available to ensure the sustainability of nursery education in future years.  
In the absence of current year data, we have modelled what a participation 
model would have looked like for school nurseries in 1718, as a starting 
point on understanding the impact of a hard formula in 1920.  It is 
important to keep in mind that numbers of 3/4YO places in schools has 
decreased over time, as set out in Table 1 and planning for future years 
would have to be informed by current demographic data/ birth rates as 
well. The extended offer has more than doubled since implementation in 
Sept 17.

Table 1: Headcount data 1617 – 1819

JAN 16 MAY 16 SEPT 
16 JAN 17 MAY 17 SEPT 

17
SEPT 17 
extended 

offer
JAN 18

JAN 18 
extended 

offer
NURSERY 
SCHOOLS 392 386 275 370 372 254 12 362 34

MAINTAINED 
NURSERIES 754 779 651 730 752 593 19 640 49

ACADEMY 
NURSERIES 296 298 261 334 357 248 21 338 34

TOTAL
       

1,442 
       

1,463 
       

1,187 
       

1,434 
         

1,481 
         

1,095 
             

52 
         

1,340 
            

117 
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Table 2 – 1718 actual funding vs 1718 participation based funding 

 £          7,767,521  £            5,225,140 -£           2,542,381 

SCHOOL
1718 ACTUALS 

(includes lumpsum 
payments)

PARTICIPATION 
(Hard formula) 1718 – 

no lumpsum 
payments

Difference in level of 
funding

Randolph Beresford 1,510,160 453,801 -1,056,359
Vanessa 599,828 369,020 -230,808
James Lee 580,080 210,230 -369,850
Bayonne 602,418 278,982 -323,436
TOTAL MNS 3,292,486 1,312,033 -1,980,454
Addison 159,201 127,022 -32,179
Avonmore 92,160 86,966 -5,194
Brackenbury 181,944 142,196 -39,748
Miles Coverdale 94,763 92,151 -2,611
Flora Gardens 115,146 98,202 -16,944
Melcombe 201,264 186,423 -14,841
Old Oak 189,798 161,855 -27,943
Sir John Lillie 184,320 151,232 -33,088
Wendell Park 199,680 195,789 -3,891
Wormholt Park 199,680 199,835 155
All Saints 99,840 100,423 583
Holy Cross 113,360 119,995 6,635
St Johns Walham Green 99,840 97,995 -1,845
St Marys 99,840 96,260 -3,580
St Pauls 90,972 104,803 13,831
St Stephens 99,840 102,547 2,707
Good Shepherd 96,000 85,877 -10,123
St John XXIII 106,134 102,587 -3,547
St Thomas 115,200 78,102 -37,098
Larmenier & SH 166,782 151,754 -15,028
Normand Croft 265,120 135,181 -129,939
Jack Tizard 4,815 26,475 21,660
TOTAL MAINTAINED NURSERIES 2,975,698 2,643,671 -332,027
Sulivan 199,680 125,711 -73,969
Greenside 96,000 96,344 344
Burlington Danes 193,875 157,272 -36,603
Fulham Primary 199,680 155,685 -43,995
Thomas Academy 178,154 158,347 -19,807
Kenmont 115,200 77,485 -37,715
Langford 126,720 85,382 -41,338
Queens Manor 109,925 94,116 -15,809
ARK Swift 87,648 138,868 51,220
ARK Bentworth 65,736 93,448 27,712
Lena Gardens 126,720 86,779 -39,941
TOTAL ACADEMY NURSERIES 1,499,337 1,269,437 -229,900
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Note:

Steve Miley and Jan Parnell have commissioned a workstream to scrutinise a range 
of EY data including available population data forecasts and financial modelling.  The 
report will be informed by a wide range of stakeholders in order to generate options 
for discussion at governing body meetings.  Schools forum and cabinet. The options 
analysis will inform the plan post April 2019. More information about the EY 
workstream will be reported and circulated following the schools forum meeting on 
Tuesday 12th June 2018
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